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From seasonal favourites to limited editions, our creative syrup
collection helps introduce specialist flavours to your menu.

THE COLLECTION

SWEETBIRD CREATIVE SYRUPS
Our creative collection of syrups allow you to be just that, creative.
Add these specialist flavours to menus all year round or introduce them
as guest flavours to generate a limited edition buzz. Create your own
seasonal drinks such as pumpkin spice lattes for Halloween, eggnog hot
chocolates for Christmas or a simple toasted marshmallow latte
for Bonfire Night.

For holidays and seasons, our creative syrups add a twist to your menu.

• Made in Bristol, UK using British sugar
• Free from artificial colours, flavours^ and
preservatives>
• Free from GMOs
• Approved by The Vegan Society

Our subtly sweet and smooth coconut
syrup made with real coconut delivers
a refreshing, tropical taste. A perfect
partner for other tropical flavours. we
also love a dash in chocolate frappés and
milkshakes too.

BUTTERSCOTCH

RHUBARB

COCONUT

SALTED CARAMEL sugar-free

Our unique recipe has a sweet aroma and
treacly taste – a buttery hit of nostalgia.
Use this to create a pecan pie latte or add
to your favourite iced coffee.

EGGNOG

Some of our Creative syrups are truly
seasonal, there is very little demand for
Pumpkin Spice in June! We therefore
make a few flavours just once a year at our
plant in Bristol which means they're made
just when you need them, but once they're
gone, that's it for another year.

seasonal

Our festive fayre with a liquor like initial
aroma with a creamy egg like finish is the
holiday season in a cup. Add the taste of
eggnog to your menu in coffee
or hot chocolates.

FUDGE

1 litre PET bottles

S'MORES

Our version of the American campfire
classic; irresistibly gooey-sweetness
without the sticky fingers. Combining the
taste of marshmallows, chocolate and
graham crackers.

TOASTED
MARSHMALLOW

PEANUT BUTTER

Our delicious flavour of crisp apple and
smouldering toffee; a taste of autumn in
a cup.

Satisfy peanut butter cravings with our
version of a timeless classic; delicately
salted nuttiness.

PUMPKIN SPICE seasonal

^ Excluding S’mores and Peanut Butter.
>
With the exception of Toffee Nut and Sugar-free syrups.

Our balance of sweet and salt to deliver
a match made even more heavenly on the
tongue. Also available in sugar-free.

HONEYCOMB

Delicious flavours of caramelised sugar
with rich caramel notes, reminiscent of
our favourite honeycomb chocolate bar.

All our syrups are
approved by The
Vegan Society.

available

We’ve captured the smell and taste of
fire-toasted marshmallows in a syrup for
a treat for the senses. Combine with hot
chocolate and Cherry syrup for a rocky
road hot chocolate for starters.

Our own combination of sweet and
caramel tones for an intensely moreish
flavour.

THE PACKS

A quintessentially British flavour, we've
used real rhubarb and British sugar to
create a syrup that's perfectly sharp and
sweet. Enjoy in sodas or hot chocolates.

Made with real ginger, cinnamon and
clove spice, our fruity and warming
Pumpkin Spice syrup is a must have on
menus throughout Autumn.

TOFFEE APPLE

TOFFEE NUT

Pairing the buttery sweetness of toffee
with the flavour of rich roasted nut, our
Toffee Nut syrup is perfect to create
delicious Praline hot chocolates.

ADD SOME SWEETBIRD FLAVOUR
Flavoured Mocha
12 oz / 355 ml drink

Flavoured Frappé
12 oz / 355 ml drink
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1. Fill cup with ice, level to the top of the cup

1. Combine 1 scoop hot chocolate powder with
double espresso

2. Pour milk over ice (to 1cm below the top)

2. Add 2 pumps of syrup

3. Pour contents of cup into blender jug

3. Mix to a smooth paste

4. Add 1 scoop of frappé and 2 pumps of syrup

4. Add steamed milk, stirring as you pour

5. Put the lid on tightly then blend until smooth

5. Decorate with whipped cream and toppings,
then dust with chocolate

Add speciality seasonal flavours

Create extra special flavours to your everyday drinks
by simply adding 2 pumps of our creative syrup. Visit
sweetbird.com for more inspiration and creative recipes.

hello@sweetbird.com
sweetbird.com
/hellosweetbird

